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Abstract
The Weak Gravity Conjecture proposes that a theory with a gauge field that is coupled to gravity must
have charged matter on which gravity acts as the weakest force. It also proposes that there is an intrinsic
cutoff on such an effective theory, which corresponds to a tower of charged states, that is set by the strength
of the gauge coupling (in Planck units). This article is a brief introduction to the Weak Gravity Conjecture,
covering aspects of the motivations for it as well as various extensions and refinements.
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gauge fields for simplicity), with gauge coupling g, there must
exist at least one particle with quantized charge q and mass m
which satisfies the bound
√
m ≤ 2gqM p .
(4)

1. INTRODUCTION
There are four known forces in the universe: the strong and
weak forces, electromagnetism, and gravity. The known fundamental matter particles are all charged under at least two
of these forces. For example, the right-handed electron carries
electromagnetic charge and gravitational charge. These charges
can be deduced from the Coulomb forces that two electrons feel
when placed a distance r apart. There is a gravitational attractive force
!2
me
1
√
FGrav =
,
(1)
4πr2
2M p

The bound (4) is termed the Electric WGC. This is to differentiate it from a related bound termed the Magnetic WGC.
The simplest way to introduce this second bound is through the
electromagnetic dual of (4) [1]. Under electromagnetic duality
the gauge coupling g is exchanged for its inverse g−1 , while the
electrically charged particle is exchanged for a monopole with
mass mMon . So we have

where me is the electron mass, and M p is the Planck mass. And
there is the electromagnetic repulsive Coulomb force

where the electric charge is taken to be one for simplicity. The
mass of a monopole is at least the energy stored in its magnetic
field. This is infinite unless we place a cutoff Λ on the effective
theory where the description of the monopole as a particle must
break down. This cutoff is related to the mass of the monopole
through
Λ
mMon ∼ 2 .
(6)
g

FEM =

1
( gEM qe )2 .
4πr2

√
mMon ≤

(2)

Here the electric charge is gEM qe which we have chosen to split
into a continuous parameter gEM which sets the strength of the
electromagentic force, and a quantized charge qe associated to
the electron in particular (that is conventionally taken to be one
qe = 1). The numerical values of the charges are
m
√ e ∼ 10−22 , gEM qe ∼ 10−1 .
2M p

2
Mp ,
g

(5)

Combining (5) and (6) we obtain the Magnetic WGC
Λ . gM p .

(3)

(7)

What is the meaning of the cutoff Λ? What type of new
physics must appear there? One way to approach this question is to consider how the Electric WGC (4) must behave under renormalization. First, since the gauge coupling and mass
both run with energy scale, we should determine at which energy scale should (4) be expected to hold. To violate the bound,
we need to show that there is no charged particle in the theory
up to the mass scale ∼ gM p . Therefore, the bound should be
evaluated at that scale. Consider the case where the WGC particle satisfying the bound (4) is a scalar.2 The mass of a scalar
runs naturally to the cutoff scale of the theory Λ. However, the
gauge coupling, being a technically natural parameter, is only
logarithmically sensitive to the cutoff. The bound (4) therefore
only makes sense from a radiative naturalness perspective if
(7) is satisfied. What if we want to keep the bound (4) above

The electromagnetic force acts roughly 21 orders of magnitude
more strongly on the electron than gravity. We can say that of
all the forces which act on the electron, gravity is the weakest
one.1
So in our universe there exists at least one particle on which
gravity acts as the weakest force. Could it have been any different? The Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC) states that it could
not have been [1]. Roughly speaking, it postulates that in any
consistent theory of physics which includes gravity, there must
exist at least one particle on which gravity acts as the weakest force. Importantly, this does not mean that it is the weakest
force acting on all particles. If we convert this statement into
parameters which appear in the Lagrangian, we have the statement that in a theory with a gauge field (let us restrict to U (1)
1
Note that there are forces in nature which act on the electron even more
weakly, for example the strong force, but this is because the electron is completely
uncharged under them and so they have exactly zero action.

2
The case of a fermion follows the same logic by relating the mass of the
fermion to the expectation value of a Higgs field through (technically natural)
Yukawa couplings.
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the scale gM p ? Then we should require that the gauge coupling
begins to run with energy scale as a power-law rather than logarithmically above the scale Λ. The only way to do this is that a
tower of charged particles should appear at that scale. Integrating in such a tower leads to the required power-law running
of the gauge coupling. This is one motivation for a refined version of the Magnetic WGC which states that the scale Λ in (7) is
actually the mass scale of an infinite tower of charged particles
of increasing masses and charges (such that at each level (4) is
satisfied) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. So we have
m∞ ∼ gM p ,

exist an appropriately charged particle. It is simple to show that
the requirement on that charge is exactly the Electric WGC [1].
However, it remains an open problem to show that something
goes wrong in a theory where black holes cannot discharge.
One approach is that if black holes cannot discharge, then
after shedding their mass through Hawking radiation, they will
lead to remnants which are stable due to the charge, and that
such remnants may violate some principles of quantum gravity such as entropy bounds. However, black holes satisfy an
extremality bound
√
MBH ≥ 2gQ BH M p ,
(9)

(8)

where MBH is the black hole mass, and Q BH its quantized
charge. The bound means that any remnant mass is bounded
from below by its charge, and so at finite gauge coupling only
a finite number Nrem of remnants can exist below the Planck
scale, Nrem ∼ g−1 . It is reasonable that an infinite number of
remnants below a finite mass scale is an inconsistent situation,
but this only occurs in the g → 0 limit. Such a limit is censored
through the Magnetic WGC since an infinite tower of states
becomes massless. Indeed, far from forbidding stable charged
particles below M p , the Magnetic WGC requires them. From
this perspective, the absence of black hole discharge processes
does not appear problematic.
Do a finite number of remnants Nrem violate entropy
bounds? One way to approach the question is to ask if having a
number of species of particles N violates entropy bounds. This
is a question that has been studied many times (see the review
[8] for reference). In [8, 19, 20], it was proposed that the natural
way to understand how N species are consistent with entropy
bounds is through the so-called species scale

with m∞ denoting the mass scale of an infinite tower of particles, so the particle of quantized charge n would have mass
n m ∞ .3

2. QUANTUM GRAVITY AND THE WGC
The Weak Gravity Conjecture is part of the more general
Swampland program which aims at determining constraints
on effective theories that are requirements for them to potentially have an ultraviolet completion. See [8] for a comprehensive review. The Swampland constraints are associated to the
presence of gravity and so with the existence of an ultraviolet
completion which includes quantum gravity. The WGC therefore is postulated to have its origin in quantum gravity physics.
What aspects of quantum gravity could require the Electric
(4) and Magnetic (7) constraints to hold? The primary piece of
evidence is that they appear to hold in String Theory. Since this
is a brief introduction, we will not discuss the details of this,
and instead refer to the review [8].
Moving away from string theory evidence, there have been
various proposals for general quantum gravity reasons for supporting the WGC. At this point it is worthwhile distinguishing between two versions of the Electric WGC. The first, weak
version, is that there is some state in the theory satisfying the
bound (4) but this state need not be a particle. So its mass can
be much larger than the Planck mass and it is best regarded as
a Black Hole. An extremal charged black hole will saturate (4)
classically at the two-derivative level. The question of whether
it will respect the bound even once higher derivative and quantum corrections are introduced it tied to the sign of higher
derivative terms. These signs can be bounded within quantum field theory, so-called positivity bounds, and it may be that
such constraints would hold also in the presence of gravity. Research in this direction appears to show that the structure of
higher derivative terms is such that indeed black holes satisfy
the Electric WGC [1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

Mp
Λs ∼ √ .
N

(10)

This is proposed to be the scale at which gravity becomes
strongly coupled in the presence of N species of particles. To
see the relation to entropy, consider N species of weakly interacting fields at temperature T in a box of size R. The energy
of the configuration scales as E ∼ NR3 T 4 , while the entropy
behaves as S ∼ NR3 T 3 . We can increase the temperature until the configuration collapses into a black hole, this maximum
3
1
temperature limits the entropy as S ∼ N 4 M p R 2 . The covariant entropy bound [21, 22] states that this should be less than
2
the bounding area of the box and so implies N < M p R . For
the value of N which violates this bound, we find the species
scale Λs ∼ R−1 . This is the minimum excitation energy scale
in the box, and so the species scale censors increasing N any
further than this and thereby ensures the entropy bound. We
therefore may conclude that again having a large number N of
stable states below M p is not problematic, but rather we should
decrease the cutoff scale of the theory as the species scale. The
g → 0 limit which corresponds to N → ∞ is then a limit where
gravity becomes strongly coupled at zero energy.

2.1. Black Hole discharge and species
A stronger, and more interesting, version of the WGC is that
the bound (4) must hold for a particle. So a state with mass
smaller than M p . In this case general arguments usually tie in to
black hole discharge. That is, for charged extremal black holes
to be able to emit charge (a la Hawking radiation), there must

2.2. Obstruction of global symmetries
It is believed that there are no exact global symmetries in quantum gravity. The Weak Gravity Conjecture can be viewed as
quantifying how approaching a global symmetry limit from a
gauge symmetry is obstructed by quantum gravity. There are
two ways to view this connection. The first is by noting that

3

The meaning of an infinite tower does not make sense for finite g, since this
would go to the infinite ultraviolet. It is meant only in the sense of the tower
increasing in the number of states as g → 0, eventually having an infinite number
of states below say M p .
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the weak-coupling limit of a gauge symmetry g → 0 is similar to ‘converting’ it into a global symmetry. This is because
the propagating gauge field decouples form the theory in that
limit, while the symmetry selection rules remain exact. In this
sense, the Magnetic WGC can be viewed as a quantum gravity
obstruction of this global symmetry limit.
Another relation to global symmetries arises by noting that
a pure U (1) gauge theory with no charged matter at all actually has a 1-form global symmetry [23]. Schematically, it is
the symmetry of gauge transformations Aµ → Aµ + σµ , where
∂[ν σµ] = 0 but σµ cannot be written as ∂µ λ. This global symmetry is broken by adding charged matter to the theory. Therefore, in a theory with no global symmetries such as quantum
gravity, it must be that any gauge symmetry should have matter charged under it. This matter can be very massive, but the
WGC is in this sense a bound on how massive the charged matter can be.

3.1. Strong versions

2.3. Underlying emergence/unification

The case when there are multiple U (1) gauge symmetries was
studied in [29]. It was shown that requiring black holes charged
under multiple U (1) symmetries to discharge themselves leads
to a stronger condition on the charged matter spectrum than
applying to each individual U (1).
The precise statement is as follows. Consider M U (1) symmetries with index a and gauge couplings ga . We define a
charge vector for a particle under the U (1) symmetries as

There are various versions of the Electric WGC which refer to
the nature of the WGC particle that respects the bound (4). Perhaps the most important is the so-called strong version which
states that the particle is the lightest charged particle [1]. The
importance of this is that without insisting on at least some
similar restriction on its lightness, it is not clear that the Electric
WGC could ever constrain an effective field theory as one could
always push the mass of the particle above the theory cutoff. In
the case of multiple U (1)s, discussed below, this definition in
terms of the lightest particle is more subtle. See for example
[2, 28]. A reasonable statement which seems to be respected in
all known string theory examples is that it is one of the lightest particles, so it cannot be made parametrically heavier than
other charged particles.

3.2. Multiple U (1)s

It is possible to rewrite the Magnetic WGC (7) in an illuminating way
N
1
n2 ,
(11)
∼
∑
g2
n =1
with
N3 ∼



Mp
m∞

2
.

(12)

q = ( g1 q1 , g2 q2 , ...g M q M ) .

The idea here is that (11) should be thought of as the 1-loop
contribution to the running of the gauge coupling coming from
integrating out a tower of charged states of increasing charges
(and masses) up to N. The ultraviolet cutoff of the tower is at
Λ ∼ Nm∞ and (12) is chosen such that this coincides with the
species scale (10).
This rewriting suggests an explanation for the Magnetic
WGC as the statement that any U (1) gauge theory should
become strongly coupled at the species scale, the same scale
where gravity is strongly coupled [24]. So as a type of unification. A more radical interpretation is that it is the statement that
all U (1) gauge fields are not fundamental but emergent in the
infrared from integrating out the tower of states that are associated with the magnetic WGC [25, 6, 8]. This is motivated by the
fact that at least in toy models of emergent gauge fields, such
as the CP N model [26, 27, 25], the infrared value of the gauge
coupling is such that it is dominated by the 1-loop running
due to the massive states from which the gauge field emerges.
In either interpretation, the idea is that weak coupling limits
can only arise in quantum gravity by integrating out towers
of charged states down from the species scale, and this implies
the existence of the tower of states associated with the Magnetic
WGC.

(13)

We also require multiple particles and so consider qi with i
ranging over the set of particles with masses mi that are required from the WGC. The charge-to-mass vectors are defined
as
qi M p
zi =
.
(14)
mi
The WGC statement is then that the convex hull of the vectors
(14) must contain the unit ball. This is the requirement that any
black holes in the theory can discharge themselves.
The Magnetic WGC was presented such that the scale gM p
is of a tower of charged states. In the case of multiple U (1)s, a
stronger version of this statement is that the charged states for a
lattice, so taking two such charged states and adding their form
leads to another charged state. This was proposed as the Lattice
WGC in [2], and later refined to allow for only a sublattice, so
for some gaps in the lattice [5, 3].

3.3. Massless scalar fields
In the case when there are also some massless scalar fields
present in the theory, the requirement on the particle in the
Electric WGC was argued in [30] to be modified. The idea is that
the WGC can be viewed as the statement that placing two such
particles near each other, they will self-repel rather than selfattract. The gauge force is a self-repulsive one while the gravitational force is a self-attractive one. The bound (4) is the statement that they should self-repel. There are some arguments for
why there should be at least one self-repulsive particle in the
theory, for example in [1], but they are not any stronger than
the arguments for black hole discharge, and it remains an open
problem to prove that a self-repulsive particle must exist. Still,
requiring such a particle, it is simple to see that the condition
(4) should be modified in the presence of scalar fields which
generate an additional self-attractive Coulomb force.

3. SOME REFINEMENTS OF THE WGC
The Weak Gravity Conjecture as stated in (4) and (7) applies to
a theory with a single U (1) gauge symmetry. However, ideas
such as requiring black hole discharge or that gravity should
be the weakest force are more general and can be applied to
more involved theories. In this section we discuss some of these
applications as well as other refinements of the conjectures.
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Let us denote the coupling of the particles to scalar fields
by µi , with i being an index ranging over the massless scalar
fields φi in the theory. We define the scalar field space metric gij
through the kinetic terms of the scalar fields gij ∂φi ∂φ j , then the
modified Electric WGC reads [30]
√

2gqM p

2

≥ m2 + gij µi µ j M2p ,

any non-supersymmetric AdS background in quantum gravity must exhibit an instability [33, 35]. If true, this would have
important consequences within the AdS/CFT correspondence
because the instability would manifest in the boundary theory
as an instantaneous decay [36], so the boundary theory cannot
have a stable vacuum.

(15)

4. SUMMARY

where the last term accounts for the additional scalar attractive
force. It is useful to note that the coupling µi can be written in
terms of the dependence of the mass of the WGC particle on the
scalar fields as µi = ∂φi m. The proposal (15) was generalised to
multiple U (1)s in [31].

The Weak Gravity Conjecture is an intriguing proposal that, in
quantum gravity, the presence of a gauge symmetry requires
certain matter charged under it. The Electric WGC (4) proposes
that at least some of this matter should be such that gravity is
the weakest force acting on it, while the Magnetic WGC (in its
more modern form) (7) proposes that there must actually be
an infinite tower of charged matter at a mass scale set by the
coupling strength of the gauge symmetry.
The strongest current evidence for the conjectures is that
they are respected in all known examples in string theory.
There are also some more general quantum gravity arguments,
mostly based on black holes, which are indicative but as yet
remain incomplete.
We reviewed various proposals for extensions and refinements of the Weak Gravity Conjecture. These led to various interesting consequences, from ruling out certain models of inflation to proposing that non-supersymmetric Conformal Field
Theories with AdS duals must be unstable.

3.4. Generalisation to p-forms
So far the Weak Gravity Conjecture was applied to gauge fields
and charged particles. But it has been proposed to hold more
generally such that it applies to general p-forms and p − 1branes [1, 2]. Defining the coupling strength of the p-form as
g p through its kinetic term

1
2g2p

2

F ( p+1) , the statement is that

in a d-dimensional theory with a p-form field, there must exist
a p − 1 brane with quantized charge q p and tension Tp satisfying the bound

 d −2
p ( d − p − 2) 2
Tp ≤ g2p q2p Mdp
,
d−2

(16)

where Mdp denotes the d-dimensional Planck mass.
The case of 0-forms, so axions, is special and the statement
is that given an axion with decay constant f , there must exist
an instanton coupling to the axion with action S, such that
f S ≤ Mp .
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